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1. Introduction. The topic of fluctuations of partial sums of independent

random variables has received considerable attention in recent years (see

[l; 2; 3; 5; 6]). In this paper we investigate still another fluctuation problem,

namely, that of the number of changes of sign in the sequence of partial

sums of random variables. Some results already obtained in this direction

can be found in [l]. The precise statement of the problem on change of sign

that we consider here is given at the beginning of §3.

In §2, we develop the analytical tools which are needed for §3. We wish

to point out one aspect of the analysis to which only minor attention has

been paid. That is, up to a point the results are far more general than the

arguments normally used to derive them. Let us consider a simple example.

This will help to illustrate the point of view adopted in §2. This example

arises in the evaluation of the distribution of the number of positive partial

sums 50 = 0, Si, Si, ■ • • , Sn of a sequence {Xk} of independent, identically

distributed random variables. Considerable attention is given to this problem

in the references listed above.

Let A be the space of functions

00 00

<t>=   E   Akem    with    ||</>||=   E   \ Ak\   < °°,
fc=—CO k =—CO

and let

co 0

<b+ = E Ake*',        4r =   E  A**'.
i-l *—oo

Let A+ and A" denote the space of functions <f>+ and <j>~, respectively, as <f>

ranges over A. The elements of A+ are bounded and analytic in t in the upper

half-plane, and the elements of A~ are bounded and analytic in t in the lower

half-plane. For a fixed element yp in A, we now define the sequence {<£&} by
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(1.1) *°=1' (I«l   <D
4>n+l   -   u(Hn)+ +   (Hn)~.

It can be shown that for | s\  <1/||^||

CO

<t> = Z <t>"s"
n—0

converges to an element of A and is the unique solution of

(1.2) * = 1 + us(H)+ + s(H>)~.

Since 0=<£++$_, Equation (1.2) can be rewritten

(1.3) [(1 - «**)*]+ = [1 - (1 - **)*]-•

A typical argument goes as follows: the function on the left in (1.3) is

analytic and bounded in the upper half-plane while the function on the right

is analytic and bounded in the lower half-plane. Since the only bounded en-

tire function is a constant, each side of (1.3) is a constant. By the definition

of +, the constant must be zero. This means

(1 - us+)4> G  A~,
(1.4)

(1 - s*)d> - 1 G A+.

If we put P = (l— s$)<f> and Q=(l—us\[/)4>, then P— 1 is in A+ and Q — 1 is in

A~. It is possible to find an explicit solution to (1.2) on the basis of (1.4).

In fact, (see [2; 3])

tf> = exp{ [-log(l - s+)]~ + [-log(l - us*)]+}.

At any rate, it is easy to show that (1.4) uniquely determines <£.

Let us now note the triviality (for \s\ sufficiently small)

P       1 - sf
(1.5) — = --■-, (P - 1 in .4+and (2 - 1 in A~).

Q 1 — USlft

Actually, (1.5) contains as much information as (1.4) in the sense that it

uniquely determines P and Q. However, relation (1.5) is extremely general

and the method we have used above to derive (1.5) from (1.2) is completely

beside the point. In fact, using (1.2)

P = (1 - s$)<f> = <t> - s4>4> = 1 + us(td>)+ - s(fd>)+,
and

Q = (1 — us$)<j> = <j> — usif/dt = 1 — us(\p<b)~ + s(4/<}>)~.

Thus, P— 1 is in A+ and Q— 1 is in A~, and (1.5) is true simply if i/Q is in A.

Only the boundedness and linearity of + and the fact that <j)~=(f>— <p+ is

necessary to derive (1.5). We interpret this observation to mean that unique-
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ness of the solution of (1.5) is the crucial question in this example. In general

we would not expect an equation like (1.5) to uniquely determine P and Q.

In the next section, we construct a two dimensional analogue of (1.5)

in a quite generalized setting. We then give a condition to insure unique-

ness of the factors.

2. A two-dimensional identity. Let A denote a commutative Banach

algebra of elements cj> on which a bounded, linear operator + is defined tak-

ing A into A. Define #_ = 0—<£+ and let A+ and A~ denote, respectively, the

totality of elements <j>+ and (f>~ as cj> ranges over A. Since + is a bounded

operator, — will also be a bounded operator. Let N be the maximum of the

bounds of + and —.

For the arbitrary but fixed elements fa, fa, fa, and fa, in A, we define four

sequences {<£„}, {%«}> {<£n},and |xn) by

<t>o = Xo = 0,        c/>o = xo = 1,

<£B+1  = (fa<bn) + + (faXn)+,

(2.1) X»+l   = (fatn)- + (faXn)~,

$n+l   = (fa$n)+ + (faXn)+,

Xn+1  = (fa4>n)~ + (^4Xn)_.

Let M =max (j|^'»||; i—1, 2, 3, 4). Then, it is not hard to show by induction

that max(||<£B+i||, ||x»+i||. ||<fn+i||, ||x»+i||) ^2»(MN)"+K Thus, for values of

|s| <\/2MN, the generating functions

CO CO

<t>  =   E <t>nS", $   =   E 4>nSn,
B—0 n—0

(2.2)
co co

X  =   E XnS", X  =   E XnSn,
n—0 i»—0

will converge to elements of A. It is also true that the generating functions

in (2.2) are the unique solutions in A of the equations (for \s\  <\/2MN)

<j> = s(fa<b)+ + s(fax)+,

X = 1 + s(fa<t>)~ + s(fax)~,

$ - 1 + s(fa$)+ + s(fax)+,

X = s(W)~ + s(fax)~.

We now define two matrices P and () which will be important in all con-

siderations to follow. Let

L^,   p22J   L   0       1 JU *J

and
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Using the Equations (2.3) and the Definitions (2.4) and (2.5) it is trivial to

verify that

" L        5(,M)+ + 5(^2X)+    1 + s(^)+ + s(+iX)+]

and

n + s(+3<b)- + *(*«)- *(*.#)- + *(f*x)-1

_      -   j(^10)~  -   S(fcx)~      1   -   J(^l<?)~  -   S(\[<2X)-J

We can summarize these results into the following theorem:

Theorem 1. For sufficiently small | s\, the matrices P and Q defined in (2.4)

and (2.5) satisfy

(2 6) PO-1 =        1       |"(1 ~ 5^l)(1 ~ ^ ~ s^*    ~^3"|

1    -   i^lL S\p2 1 J

where 1/(1 — si//i) is defined by its geometric power series in s. Moreover, P^ and

Qn are power series in s with constant terms btj such that P,y—8<y is in A+ and

Qij — Sii is in A~.

The matrix on the right in (2.6) will be denoted by E.

We now place the following condition (U) on the operator +: if Pa and

qtj are power series in s with positive radius of convergence having constant

terms 5,,-, if £</—8,7 has coefficients from A+ and g,y— 8,7 has coefficients from

A~, and if for some nonempty range 0^ | s\ <e,

(2.7) (pnXqn)-1 - E,

then pa is identically P,y and g,-y is identically ();y- In other words, 7i has a

unique factorization of the type (2.7).

The following lemma contains a useful sufficient condition for (U) to

obtain. For more general results of this type in a slightly different setting

see Wiener [4].

Lemma 1. If + is an idempotent operator, then condition (U) holds in A.

Proof. First, we remark that for any ip in A, (\(/~)+ = 0. This comes directly

from the equality \p+= (\f/++\[/~)+= (\p+)+ + (4'~)+ = ip+ + (ip~)+. We now write

(2.7) in the form

(2.8) (pi}) = E(qi}) = (Eij)(qi}).

In some neighborhood of 5 = 0, £<y is a convergent power series in 5 with con-

stant term 5,-y. Let
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00 00
^—\       (")   n ^-»      (n)  n

Pi}   =   2-1 Pa   S   > 9ij  =   2-, Qij   S  ,
n—0 n—0

t-'ij / . i^ij  S  .

n—0

Suppose that for all n= 1, 2, • • • , xV—1, p^ and gl"' have been uniquely

determined from (2.8). Consider the coefficient of sN on both sides of (2.8),

that is,

Pa   = 2-, 2-, &u< <7«
Ar-1 n-0

Using that 0$ is known for n^N—l, we can write

<iV) ^(W) ^       (0)   (AT) (W) (AT)
pij     = JL-ij     +2-i &'k Qki      ~ &-U    + Oij   ,

k—1

where K^ is known. By the remark at the beginning of the proof

<jv)     r <*>!+     nr(Ar)i+ i  r (Ar)i+     ri-(JV)i+
/»«    = L/'.i   J    = [Kij   J    + [qa  J    = L#,y   J   ,

and

c = [^rr - *s° - - [jtst.
The proof of Lemma 1 follows by induction.

It would be very nice indeed at this point to write out explicit closed

formulas for the elements P,y and Qa in terms of \pi (i= 1,2,3,4). Unfortu-

nately, we have not been able to do this. In fact even for the special operator

+ defined in §3 we have not succeeded in doing this. Surprisingly enough,

however, the results above are sufficiently powerful to enable one to compute

in a few examples.

Wendel [5] has also used the Banach-algebra approach to fluctuation

problems.

3. Changes of sign. Let {Xk} be a sequence of independent, identically

distributed random variables and let .So = 0, Si = Xi, ■ ■ ■ , S„ = Xi+ ■ ■ •

+Xn. We say a change of sign occurs between Sk and Sk+i if either Sk>0 and

Sk+i^O, or 5*gO and S*+1>0. We also define the variable

xVB: the number of changes of sign in S0, Si, • • • , S„.

We wish to obtain information about the distribution of Nn by the methods

of §2.
Let A denote the commutative Banach-algebra of functions

(3.1) <t>= f   eitxdG(x),
"  -oo
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where G(x) is of bounded variation on — « <x< °°. The norm is just the

total variation of G(x) on — °° <x< <». The product of two functions d>i and

<pi in A is, of course, the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the convolution of

their corresponding functions G\(x) and G2(x). For any <j> of the form (3.1),

let

/, 00 y. 0 +

eiudG(x),        4r =  I     eil*dG(x).

Note that + is bounded, linear and idempotent. Thus, both Theorem 1 and

Lemma 1 apply in this case. The norm N of the operator + and the operator

— is just 1.

Now let

* = f  e«*dF(x),       (11*11 = 1),

be the characteristic function of the variable Xk. Take *i=*i = * and

*2=*3 = «* (|«| <1) in the definition of the sequences given in (2.1). The

generating functions will once again be denoted by d>, x> <£. and x- The results

of §2 state that in some neighborhood of s = 0 the matrices

L   o       i  Ju d
and

\_-sui    1-s^JU   <t>J

satisfy uniquely

1       T(l - s*)2 - iV*2     -5M*1
(3.3) PQ-*---V

1 — srf/L suy 1    J

The following lemma will tie loose ends together:

Lemma 2. Let \f/ be the characteristic function of Xk- Then, (f>, x, <£, and x

converge for all \s\ <1 and \u\ <1. Moreover,

oo       n /* °°

<t> = Z Z «**" I      eitxdxP{Nn = k, Sn < x),

(3.4) -0i=0        J°+
oo       n /* 0 +

X = Z Z «^n /     e"^xP{iVn = *, 5, < x].
n=0 *=0 J —oo

Proof. It is evident that <£ and x converge for all \s\ <1 and \u\ <1 if
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they are given by (3.4). Assume that for all n = \, 2, • • ■ , K — 1 it has been

shown that

n /* oo

(3.5) *» = Z «* I     e^dxP{ Nn = ft, Sn < x],
*=o      J 0+

and

n /» 0 +

(3.6) xn = Z «* I      e«*dxP{ Nn = k,Sn<x}.
i_0 w   -00

Then,

<j)K   =   (*0K_1) + +  u(\f/XK-l) +

K—l /% oo /» 00

= Z «* I    e''ta^        f (* - y)dyP{NK^ = ft, 5X_! < y)
t_o      •/ o+ «7 o+

K— 1 /.  00 ,.  0 +

+ «E«M    e<ted, I    F(* - y)d,p{ i?K_! = ft, SK-i < y]
i_0 •/  0+ J -oo

X-l y. oo

= Z «* j    e'ta<W{ tfx = ft, 5K_! > 0, SK < x)

JC-1 ,, oo

+ £ «w-i I     eil*dxP{NK = ft + 1, Sx_, g 0, SK < x]
t=o •/ o+

K /. oo

= Z «* I     «lte<W{ NK = k,SK <x}.
k=0        J 0+

The demonstration of (3.6) for n = K is analogous to the induction step shown

above. Thus, (3.5) and (3.6) are valid for all n. To finish the proof of Lemma

2 we merely state without proof that

(3.7) * = 1 + Z Z «*-^" f   e^dxP{ Nn = ft, 5. < x),
n=l k=\ J 0+

and

(3.8) x = Z Z «*+1*n f    eil*dxP{ Nn = ft, 5, < x\.
71 = 1   * = 0 J   -OO

The convergence of 4> and x for |s| <1 and |w| <1 is immediate from (3.7)

and (3.8).
At this time we summarize our results into a theorem.

Theorem 2. Let \p be the characteristic function of Xk. Then, there exists a

unique pair of matrices P and Q whose elements Pa and Q,y are power series in

s and u which converge for \s| < 1 and \u\ < 1, which have constant terms 8,7,
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and which have coefficients from A+ and A~, respectively, such that for \s\ <1

and | u | < 1

1     r(l - s$)2 - 52mV2    -sufa]

(3.9) PQ = --V ' ^ /.1 — sy L suf 1    J

Moreover,

co        n /% oo

P21 = E E «**" I     *ite«W{ iVB = k, Sn < x],
n-0 fc-0 •/ 0+

00       n n 0

Q22 = E E «*'" I      ei(^P{ #» = A, S,. < x].
B=0 *=0 «' —00

Proof. Relation (3.3) holds in the neighborhood of s = 0. Taking deter-

minants of both sides of (3.3), we find

(3.10) I i>| I Q-i|   =  I pq-i\   = 1.
Because of the special properties of the + operator defined in (3.2) for the

functions of type (3.1), A+ and A~ are both closed under multiplication. This

implies that \P\ and |(?_1| are power series in 5 with coefficients from A+

and A", respectively. It is well-known (see, for example, [6], or [7, Chapter

IV, Theorem 6.2]) that (3.10) uniquely determines \P\ and {Q-1] in this

case. Necessarily |P| = \Q~l\ =1. Thus,

0.11) o-'-r e" ~Q"l

It follows from (3.11) and Lemma 2 that the elements of P and Q~* converge

and have the appropriate form for all \s\ <1 and \u\ <1. Since the elements

of the matrix on the right in (3.3) also converge for s| <1 and \u\ <1, (3.3)

must hold for all |.s| <1 and \u\ <1. The uniqueness of matrices P and Q

which satisfy (3.9) follows directly from the uniqueness of matrices P and Q

which satisfy (3.3) in the neighborhood of 5 = 0. Finally, we note that P2i = <l>

and (?22 = (?ii=X- An application of Lemma 2 finishes the proof of Theorem 2.

It is convenient in computation to use the fact that A+ and A~ are closed

under multiplication. For example, if p and q are matrices of the appropriate

type for which

r(l - s+)2 - s2uty2    -sufal

M = \ , 1L suf 1    J

and if r and t are elements given by

r = exp{[-log(l - sfa]+},

and
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t = exp{[-log(l -si)]~},

then P = rp and Q = tq.
Example 1. Symmetric exponential. Consider the sequence \Xk\ of inde-

pendent random variables each of which has density f(x)=exp { — \x\ }/2

( — oo <x< oo). The characteristic function of Xk is *=l/(l+i2). A special

property of \p which makes computation possible in this example is that

We begin by postulating an equality of the form

"1 + A$+ + 7#+2 - (DP+ + £*+2) "I  Tl + Aip- + B+-2    -Cf- "I

L C*+ 1 + Fi+       J  L    D$~ + £*-2     1 + F*-J

[(1  — J*)2 — S2U2\f/2      — SU\f/l

SU$ 1      J'

Let

1 - (1 - s)1'2
K = 2-

Then, (3.12) is valid if the constants A, B, ■ ■ ■ , F are chosen to be

4w2s27C4
A = - 2sK-,

16 - u2s2K*

16w2s27v4
B = s2K2 - (1 - s)1'2 -,

16 - u2s2K*

16usK2
C = D = -,

16 - u2s2K*

64usK2
E= -4«s+ (1 - 5)1'2-,

16 - mVTsT4

4«2527f4
F =-

16 - u2s2K*

It is easy to verify that (1 — 5*) = (1 — sK\p+)(l — sK\p~). Putting these facts

together we can write, for example,

1 \ousK2
P21 =-,/,+,

1 - sKf+   16 - u2s2K*
(3.13)

1 / 4u2s2K* \
Qu = Q22 = -   1 H-*~).

1 - sKif>~ V        16 - u2s2K'      /

Setting 2 = 0 and adding the two expressions in (3.13) gives the generating

function for the number of changes of sign. We find
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"    "            . _          ,             1        4 + usK2
(3.14) EE«WAT, = i    =-

A simple inversion of (3.14) with respect to u gives

f       1
- k = 0,
ci — 5)1/2

E^{^- = *} =
»-o 2        AJPV*-   - * ^ °-

.(l-*)l'»\ 4 /

Finally, inverting with respect to s, we get

r     /2»\ l
(      )-       ft = o,

, ~ , \n/2*»

' /   2»  \   1
2( )-        1 < H «.

\n- kj 22"

Andersen [2] showed that for symmetric variables with continuous dis-

tributions the number of positive partial sums is independent of the dis-

tribution. If we let \Xk\ be a sequence of independent variables having the

continuous and symmetric distribution given by P[Xk<x} = (x+l)/2,

— 1 <x<l, and if we let ip be the characteristic function of Xk, then

r1 dx r V i      I y|\       17

Thus, the coefficient of s3u3 in P2i, when t = 0, would be in this case

(faW+)-)+]t-o = (*Y+)+L-o - (faM+)+)+]t=o = 17/48 - 5/16 = 1/24.

This last number differs from the value of P\ xV3 = 3} given above for Exam-

ple 1, showing that the type of invariance demonstrated by Andersen does

not hold for change of sign.

Example 2. Bernoulli variables. Let {Xk} be a sequence of independent

Bernoulli variables with distributions P{Xk—\\ =p and P{Xk= — l} =g.

The characteristic function in this example is

\p = peu + qe~'K

Because of the very special form of fa a computation can be made in this

case. We first postulate the existence of a matrix factorization of the form

p + Ae" + Be2ii    - (Deil + £e2,'<)~|

L Ceu 1 + Feil       J

TG + He~il + Ie~2it    -(L + Me~il)l      [~(1 - sfa2 - s2u2V    -sufa

L        J + Ke-» N \~\_ suip 1    J'
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where A, B, ■ ■ ■ , N are constants. It can be shown that a factorization of

this type exists and that in particular

usp R2
(3.15) C =-,        N =-.

R2 - s2u2pq R2 - s2u2pq

where

1 + (1 - As2pqY'2
(3.16) 72 =-™—.

2

In addition it may be easily verified that

(3.17) 1 - 5* = (1 - — eA (R - sqe-il).

Putting together (3.15) and (3.17), we find that

1                usp
P21 =-L-e»

sp       R2 - s2u2pq
1 — —■ eu

R

and

1 R2
Qn = Q.22 =-

72 - sqer"   R2 - s2u2pq

Setting t = 0 in the above and inverting with respect to u, we find

^        < -            i            1     / s*PQ\k
X s"P{Nn = 2ft    =-(—-) ,
„=o R-sq\R2J

(3.18)
" , _ , 1        sp ( s2pq\k
2>P iVn = 2ft + 1 =-^(-^) •
t^o R- sp  R\ R2 )

The inversion of (3.18) is particularly elegant in the symmetric case. For, if

£ = g=l/2, by (3.16) and (3.18)

Thus,

P{Nn = ft} = —(.     "J) (ft = 0,1, 2, •••,»).
2"\[»-ft/2]/
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